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Abstract. – Magnetic turbulence in the solar wind is
treated from the point of view of electrodynamics. This can
be done based on the use of Poynting’s theorem attributing
all turbulent dynamics to the spectrum of turbulent conduc-
tivity. For two directions of propagation of the turbulent fluc-
tuations of the electromagnetic field with respect to the mean
plus external magnetic fields an expression is constructed
for the spectrum of turbulent dissipation. Use of solar wind
observations of electromagnetic power spectral densities in
the inertial subrange then allows determination of the con-
ductivity spectrum, the dissipative response function, in this
range. It requires observations of the complete electromag-
netic spectral energy densities including electric power spec-
tral densities. The dissipative response function and disper-
sion relation of solar wind inertial range magnetic turbu-
lence are obtained. The dispersion relation indicates the spa-
tial scale decay with increasing frequency providing indepen-
dent support for the use of Taylor’s hypothesis. The dissipa-
tion function indicates an approximate shot-noise spectrum
of turbulent resistivity in the inertial range suggesting pro-
gressive structure formation in the inertial range which hints
on the presence of discrete mode turbulence and nonlinear
resonances.
1 Introduction
Magnetic turbulence has, in the near-past, made substantial
progress both in theory and observation. This became possi-
ble mainly by the availability of sufficiently sophisticated in-
strumentation aboard spacecraft in the solar wind as well as
the increase in computer power. The solar wind is though not
the ideal so nevertheless a very good place to study magnetic
turbulence in situ. It streams at supersonic/super-alfvénic
speed out from the solar corona into the heliosphere, is fairly
stationary, transports any disturbances at high speed down-
stream. Any spacecraft located at some point approximately
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at rest with respect to the solar wind is thus swamped with
turbulence which crosses over its location and can monitor
its spectrum. This has now been done quite frequently. For an
early recollection which already contained the main results
at that time the reader my consult (Goldstein et al., 1995).
Fluctuation spectra are usually measured at one single space-
craft, mostly yielding because of the simplicity of measure-
ment magnetic spectral power densities. These are obtained
from the observed magnetic fluctuations in a certain fre-
quency range. Under the so-called Taylor hypothesis (Taylor,
1938) that the turbulence is frozen to the flow such spectra
can straightforwardly be transformed into (one-dimensional)
wavenumber spectra, if only the speed of the flow substan-
tially exceeds any of the internal turbulent group velocities.
In high speed solar wind this assumption is valid for a large
range of frequencies respectively turbulent wave numbers.
Of course, the Taylor hypothesis does not apply into a direc-
tion substantially oblique to the flow. The main result of these
observations and the application of the Taylor hypothesis are
spectra of the magnetic power as function of either frequency
ω (covering the complete turbulent magnetic field in the re-
spective frequency range) or one-dimensional wavenumber
k. Such power spectra yield the wanted spectral slope of the
power spectral density which is constant over the extension
of the inertial range frequency/wavenumber interval as pre-
dicted by Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov, 1941) for fluid turbu-
lence about one century ago. Kolmogorov’s global theory
was extended twenty years later to include magnetohydro-
dynamic turbulence (Iroshnikov, 1963; Kraichnan, 1964). A
recollection is found in (Biskamp, 2003).
Identification of power spectral slopes meanwhile occu-
pies a vast literature. Observations in the solar wind are
claimed to provide robust spectral slopes (spectral indices)
γ≈ 5/3 suggesting that Kolmogorov-like inertial sub-ranges
are indeed realized in the solar wind. Their extension in
frequency covers roughly one order of magnitude. Spec-
tral breaks have also been detected as well as the transi-
tion from the inertial into the so-called dissipative range
where the magnetic spectral power steeply decays, becom-
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ing dissipated by some still badly defined processes. The-
ory meanwhile progressed in two direction. Analytical the-
ory went on to investigate magnetic turbulence (which in the
lowest frequency range below the ion-cyclotron frequency
ωci = eB/mi is in the magnetohydrodynamic range) based
on Elsasser variables z± = v±B/√µ0ρ which mix velocity
v and magnetic B fields with ρ = (mi +me)N the mass den-
sity, N quasi-neutral number density, and mi,e ion and elec-
tron mass. These coordinates account for the two directions
of propagation in magnetohydrodynamics. Combined with
helicity they also include polarizations. The most elaborate
set of expressions for turbulent correlations including dis-
sipation was given in (Zank et al., 2012). Weak turbulence
expressions based on full kinetic theory for parallel propaga-
tion only are found in (Yoon, 2007; Yoon and Fang, 2007).
All these expressions are highly complex and thus very diffi-
cult to apply to observations. Numerical simulations are also
ubiquitous (Bereznyak, 2011, 2014; Boldyrev et al., 2013;
Zhdankin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2004). They provide, sim-
ilarly to observations, spectra which allow for the determina-
tion of spectral slopes. They also provide pictures of turbu-
lent flows and correlations of various quantities, in principle
permitting comparison with theory.
The main question when considering observations is:
What is the physical meaning of spectral slopes? Can any-
thing physically more substantial be deduced from their de-
tection in view of the physics of turbulence? Simply stat-
ing that in a certain interval of frequencies (or under some
conditions spatial scales) one observes an approximate in-
ertial range in agreement with Kolmogorov (or with some
other prediction) is not very satisfactory. Detection of spec-
tral breaks is interesting, but the simple statement it means
Kraichnan-Iroshnikov (Iroshnikov, 1963; Kraichnan, 1964)
scaling, i.e. Alfvénic dominance, is rather meagre. Detection
of the transition to the dissipative range is most interesting
and important as well, as long as the physical scale can be
extracted, but what can otherwise physically be inferred from
it? What do slopes tell us more than that there are slopes of
a certain measured relatively frequently repeating steepness?
What is the meaning of slopes in the dissipation range?
Concerning the Kolmogorov slope it is frequently argued
that they are robust. Robust against what? It means they are
detected all times and under very different conditions. Re-
cently Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2011) based on ARTEMIS
measurements in the lunar solar wind lagrangean point anal-
ysed a large number of time intervals of comparably slow-
solar wind flow turbulence and determined the inertial-range
slopes. Their results show that the slopes have a wide spread
1.5. γB . 1.8 (1)
though their mean value is surprisingly close to Kol-
mogorov’s canonical γB = 5/3. This is considered to be
robust. However, we know from thermodynamics, sta-
tistical mechanics, and particularly from chaos theory
(Beck and Schlögl, 1997) that rather small deviations in
spectral slopes frequently imply vast differences in the phys-
ical settings. They may imply intermittency and even imply
phase transitions.
Of course, magnetic turbulence theory is very difficult.
The problem about it is not only that it mixes the dynam-
ics of the charged matter with the dynamics of the electro-
magnetic field. It also is highly nonlinear with all spatial
scales interconnected in a way which to large extent inhibits
a perturbative treatment. Even weak low-frequency/large-
scale turbulence which was recently treated (Yoon, 2007;
Yoon and Fang, 2007) perturbatively within kinetic the-
ory yields as well very involved expressions hardly suited
for use in experimental work. On the other hand, non-
perturbative treatments are sparse though treatments based
on the renormalization group theory can be found (Verma,
2004) while producing intractable expressions. In an earlier
paper we attempted an inverse-scattering approach to turbu-
lence (Treumann and Baumjohann, 2016).
In the following we treat magnetic turbulence from
the point of view of electrodynamics. In this we follow
(Treumann and Baumjohann, 2017) by assuming that all of
the dynamics is contained in the transport coefficients. We
show that reference to some of the observations allows to
draw conclusions about the spectrum of the plasma response
to the presence of electromagnetic turbulence which permits
some conclusions about the field behavior. In addition it en-
ables us to provide an expression for the turbulent dispersion
relation that describes the electromagnetic waves in the iner-
tial range.
2 Turbulent response function
Textbook physics (Landau et al., 1984) using Poynting’s the-
orem of the transport of electromagnetic energy in a dissipa-
tive (electrodynamically active) medium can be used in order
to reduce the complete set of electrodynamic equations to the
linear form of Poynting’s theorem describing the energy den-
sity in turbulent electromagnetic fluctuations. This transport
is governed by the equation (Treumann and Baumjohann,
2017)
∂
∂t
[
B2(t)
µ0
−
t∫
−∞
dt′E(t′) ·σσ(t′) ·E(t′)
]
= 0 (2)
where B,E are the magnetic and electric fluctuation fields
which are functions of time t, and σσ(t) is the turbulent elec-
tric conductivity of the plasma, which is considered to be
completely unknown. It contains the total contributions of
the dynamics as well as the response of the matter to the pres-
ence of the turbulent fields. We do not make any assumptions
about the underlying dynamics at this place as we are inter-
ested in obtaining an expression which relates the turbulent
conductivity to measurable quantities.
The assumptions under which the above equation holds
are as follows. Turbulence is considered to be low frequency,
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far below plasma frequency. This allows to neglect all rela-
tivistic displacement current effects. The plasma is assumed
quasineutral with no electric Coulomb fields involved, which
holds as long as the scales are sufficiently large and time-
scales far below plasma frequency. Thus one may use the
Lorentz radiation gauge. This is justified as long as magnetic
turbulence is considered and electrostatic fields are not in-
volved, the case applicable for instance to solar wind turbu-
lence and excluding kinetic theory which comes into play
at microscopic scales. Moreover, it is assumed that all mean
fields that result from averaging over the fluctuation scales in
time and space are constant on the fluctuation scales. In this
case a mean stationary magnetic field is allowed to be present
and may also contain a stationary external field.
This equation will be treated in two cases, where its struc-
ture is retained. The first case is that all electromagnetic fluc-
tuations propagate solely parallel to the ambient mean mag-
netic field. Since magnetic turbulence under the above as-
sumptions is solenoidal, i.e. completely electrodynamic such
that for the fluctuations E×B = 0, parallel propagation im-
plies that E,B are both perpendicular to the mean ambient
field B0 while the wavenumbers are all k||B0. In this case one
has
E ·σσ ·E=σT E2 (3)
where σT is the transverse turbulent conductivity which con-
tains the transverse response. In the second case we assume
perpendicular propagation k ⊥ B0 and, in addition E||B0.
Then we have
E ·σσ ·E=σ‖E2 (4)
We may understand the fields in both cases to be averaged
about the azimuthal angle around the mean field. The other
transverse case B||B0 we do not consider because it is more
difficult to treat as no such assumptions can be made. Thus
our theory is incomplete also to this extent as it excludes the
magnetically compressive component which, however, can
easily be distinguished.
The two above cases can be treated similarly. We do this
for the transverse case. Fourier transforming Eq. (2) with re-
spect to time yields
(B2⊥)ω =
iµ0
ω
(E2⊥σT )ω (5)
where the index ω indicates that the quantity is the Fourier
transform and depends on frequency ω. Assume that the tur-
bulence is stationary. Then all quantities depend only on time
differences t− t′. The above time integral becomes a convo-
lution integral, and the temporal Fourier transform reduces
to the product of Fourier transforms. We do, however, not
apply this rule to the fields but only to the product of fields
and turbulent conductivity. We are not interested in the fields
themselves. These can be measured, while the conductivity
is unknown. Implictly we thereby assume that both spectra,
the magnetic and electric, have been measured. Then we find
for the transverse as well as for the parallel case
σT,‖ω =−
iω
µ0
(B2⊥)ω
(E2⊥,‖)ω
(6)
These expressions hold for the two cases of different prop-
agation and could be used independently. Of course, they
can be distinguished if the observations differentiate be-
tween parallel and perpendicular electric field fluctuations.
The case of transverse electric field fluctuations can be sepa-
rated as well by excluding mean-field-aligned (compressive)
magnetic components. Hence, once this can all be done one
is in the position to determine the above transverse and par-
allel frequency spectra of turbulent conductivities by taking
the ratios of the corresponding power spectra of the magnetic
and electric field components at each frequency. Such a pro-
cedure provides new information about the state of the tur-
bulence. It might be used to infer more about the underlying
tubulent dynamics.
Theoretically it is simple matter to obtain the time
dependence of the turbulent conductivity by Fourier-
retransformation from the frequency into the time domain.
In doing this one should keep in mind that only time differ-
ences τ= t− t′ make sense, because stationarity of the turbu-
lence has been assumed. Therefore, dealing with the turbu-
lent conductivity spectrum in frequency space instead of time
provides more physical information.
3 Application to observed turbulent power laws
In order to determine the turbulent conductivity spectrum,
observations of both the electric and magnetic fields are re-
quired. To our knowledge such observations have only rarely
been performed in the past. There are two published cases
(Bale et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2011) to which we may re-
fer. Unfortunately, neither of these observations distinguish
between the directions of the electric and magnetic fluctu-
ation fields with respect to the mean and ambient magnetic
fields. Moreover, all observations are single spacecraft mea-
surements, and what concerns the electric power spectra,
the Cluster measurements of (Bale et al., 2005) refer only to
the spectrum obtained in the spacecraft frame. However, the
electric field is not covariant, i.e. it depends on the frame in
which it is measured. Electric field fluctuations E′, in order
to become comparable to the frame-independent (covariant)
magnetic fluctuations B should be transformed into the (un-
primed) streaming frame, in this case the solar wind, by ap-
plying the Lorentz transformation
E=E′+vsw×B (7)
The latter term vanishes only if all the magnetic fluctuations
are parallel to the solar wind velocity and its fluctuations.
In a high-velocity stream the velocity in the latter term may
be approximated by the mean streaming speed. If the flow is
www.jn.net Journalname
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slower than the velocity fluctuations must be included. This
implies measuring the ion distribution function and deter-
mining the density and velocity thus putting high standards
of measurement on the particle instruments and implying
susceptible uncertainties which can be reduced by statisti-
cally considering many events.
This has been done for the ARTEMIS measurements of the
fluctuating turbulent electric fields in the solar wind by Chen
et al. (Chen et al., 2011). These authors find a roughly one
decade wide “inertial subrange” in their measurements for a
large number of time slots of observations in the solar wind.
Both the magnetic and electric powers in this range obey
power laws ∼ ω−γ. The mean inertial magnetic power law
in this range is about Kolmogorov, γB ≈ 5/3, while the mean
inertial electric power law in the proper frame of the solar
wind flow is non-Kolmogorov. It is found to obey γE ≈ 3/2.
These values though considered to be robust must still be
taken with some care for all the above mentioned reasons, in
particular the large scatter of the individual spectral slopes
for each observation-time slot.
In spite of the possible reservations based on the above ar-
guments, we can make use of these singular observations in
order to determine a proxy of the turbulent conductivity spec-
trum. Since the measurements do not distinguish between the
components, we may use either of the expressions for trans-
verse or parallel conductivity spectra.
Inserting into (6), the turbulent conductivity spectrum in
the proper frame of the solar wind in the inertial range is
itself a power law. Since amplitudes play no role for our pur-
poses (though of course could be used to infer about the Kol-
mogorov constant for the two fields), this power law is given
by
σω ∝ω−γB+1+γE =ω−γσ (8)
in the inertial range, yielding
γσ = γB−1−γE ≈−
5
6 (9)
The resulting inertial range power law turbulent conductivity
spectrum σω ∝ω0.83 implies an increase in the turbulent con-
ductivity with increasing frequency. Given all the mentioned
uncertainties, this is pretty close to γσ =−1 which indicates
that the turbulent solar wind resistivity spectrum
ηω ∼ω−1 (10)
behaves approximately like a shot-noise spectrum. In view of
the straightforward way it has been obtained considering the
transport of electromagnetic energy in the turbulence, it tells
that the inertial range exists because dissipation decreases
in this range. Decrease of dissipation with frequency (not in
time, however) is not easy to understand. It implies that at
higher frequencies in the inertial range proportionally less
energy is dissipated than at lower frequencies. This probably
reflects the action of self-organization here, the progressive
production of small-scale structure.
This result applies just to the inertial range in solar wind
turbulence. Measurements are also available outside this
range in the magnetohydrodynamic regime and could applied
there as well in order to determine the turbulent conductivity
spectrum. By applying our reasoning to all parts of the turbu-
lent electric and magnetic power spectra and by distinguish-
ing between the components of the fields and their projec-
tions on the main field, the turbulent conductivity spectrum
in the frequency domain can, in principle, be determined in
its transverse and parallel components for the entire observ-
able spectral range outside the dissipation regime. Since this
is not in our reach however, we stay with this partial result
here. Finite real conductivities imply dissipation, one can
therefore in principle also conclude about the various dis-
sipations which are acting in each of the different spectral
ranges. Moreover, where the Taylor hypothesis is applicable,
the turbulent conductivity spectrum can be transformed into
the range of spatial scales.
4 Turbulent dispersion relation
Determination of the turbulent conductivity spectrum per-
mits the construction of the turbulent dispersion relation.
This might not be obvious at first glance. The rigorous argu-
ments will be given in (Treumann and Baumjohann, 2017).
In brief, the turbulent conductivity spectrum can be trans-
formed into the spectrum of the dielectric response tensor
of the plasma which, since the conductivity results from tur-
bulence, is a turbulent response to the presence of turbulent
electromagnetic fields. Its Fourier transformed version reads
simply
ǫω =
2i
ωǫ0
σω (11)
We are dealing solely with electromagnetic waves of low fre-
quency. The dispersion relation of such waves is given as
N2 = ǫω, with NN = kc/ω (12)
whereNN is the vector index of refraction. Here we use only
its scalar version because the observations do not provide
more information. Inserting from (6) one obtains a general
expression for the turbulent dispersion relation
N2‖,⊥ =
2
ǫ0µ0
(B2⊥)ω
(E2‖,⊥)ω
(13)
Since E/B is a velocity by dimension, we could have guessed
this relation from the beginning. It yields the general turbu-
lent dispersion relation
k2‖,⊥ = 2ω
2(B2⊥)ω/(E2‖,⊥)ω (14)
which is completely determined by the observed power spec-
tral densities as functions of frequency. This dispersion re-
laion is by no means a result of linear theory because σω is a
nonlinear function which contains all the nonlinear turbulent
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dynamics. Thus, the dispersion relation is the fully nonlinear
dispersion relation of electromagnetic turbulence in terms of
the nonlinear conductivity spectrum which has been given
before.
In order to derive it for our observational case in the so-
lar wind inertial range only, we use the power indices as
obtained by Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2011), which is a se-
vere restriction to a very particular set of observational data!
Other observations might and should provide a different re-
sult than the one we derive below, in particular if not applied
to the inertial but to other spectral ranges.
Use of the above inferred spectral powers yields the non-
linear dependence
k2(ω)∝ω11/6 or k∝±ω11/12 ∼±ω0.92 (15)
which can also be written in conventional form in terms of
the frequency of the turbulent fluctuations
ω(k)∝± k12/11 ∼± k1.091 (16)
Turbulent wave numbers in the inertial range increase
roughly proportional to the frequency, obeying an approx-
imately though not exactly linear dispersion relation. The
turbulent fluctuations in the inertial range behave roughly,
though again not exactly, like ordinary sound.
That scales in the inertial range decrease with increasing
frequency is reasonable and agrees with any expected behav-
ior of turbulence. In the inertial range this increase is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the frequency, being
only slightly weaker. This might not be true for other parts
of the spectrum, however. It applies solely to the observed
Kolmogorov-like inertial subrange in solar wind turbulence
of the magnetic field, in addition being subject to the above
mentioned uncertainties and restrictions.
The above dispersion relation is based on the mean spec-
tral indices of the magnetic and electric power spectral den-
sities. These indices have a substantial scatter (Chen et al.,
2011). In order to get an impression of the effect of the scat-
ter on the dispersion relation we use the values given for the
magnetic power spectral densities while keeping the mean
spectral index γE = 32 for the electric power. This procedure
yields
ω(k)∝
{
k4 (γB ∼ 1.5)
k 32 (γB ∼ 1.8) (17)
The mean dispersion relation is not contained in this range
because we only used the fixed mean slope of the electric
power spectral density.
The scatter of the inertial range spectral index produces
vastly different dispersion relations. Of course the two limits
for the spectral index are extreme values, while the means
are more reliable. Moreover have we not used the scatter in
the electric slopes. Nevertheless this exercise shows that the
turbulent physics behind depends very sensitively on the pre-
cision of determination of the spectral slopes.
From the above mean dispersion relation we find the iner-
tial range phase and group velocites of turbulent fluctuations
in the solar wind. In this particular case, the solar wind in-
ertial range, both the phase and group velocities of turbulent
fluctuations obey exactly the same scaling with wavenumber:
vph =
ω
k ∝± k
1/11, vg =
∂ω
∂k ∝± k
1/11 (18)
Thus, up to a numerical factor, the inertial range phase and
group velocities of the turbulent fluctuations show the same
dependence on spatial scale, with the group velocity being
very slightly larger than phase speed by the factor 12/11≈
1.1. This implies run-away of shorter modes. One made note
that the same behavior holds also for the two extreme above
dispersion relations.
Though this is interesting to know, its physical mean-
ing is obscured by the lack of knowledge about the tur-
bulent dynamics. The inferred dispersion relation might,
however, be subject to Kolmogorov-Zakharov turbulence
(Zakharov et al., 1992), which can be described by a wave-
kinetic equation approach, or to its extension to discrete wave
turbulence and nonlinear resonances (Kartashova, 2010,
2009), which include the coupling to non-resonant modes
(so-called quasi-resonances). What it suggests, however, is
that the phase and group velocities increase with wavenum-
ber and maximize towards the end of the inertial range when
the spectrum enters into the dissipation range. The spectral
energy dumped into the shortest inertial scales propagates at
the largest group velocity. Some inferences about the dissipa-
tion range conductivity spectrum will be discussed elsewhere
(Treumann and Baumjohann, 2017).
5 Conclusions
The present note dealt with a subfield in stationary magnetic
turbulence. It just considered its electromagnetic part assum-
ing that all dynamics is covered by the conductivity which
naturally is given by some kind of Ohm’s law, discussion of
which will be given elsewhere (Treumann and Baumjohann,
2017). Its intention is to relate observations of power spec-
tral densities observed in magnetic turbulence to the dissi-
pative response function. For two kinds of propagation of
the electromagnetic fluctuations in turbulence with respect
to the mean field direction this yields expressions of the tur-
bulent conductivity in terms of the measured magnetic and
electric power spectral densities. This is a weak restriction
only because observationally it should be no problem to sep-
arate the three directions of the magnetic field fluctuations by
determining the mean field and taking the appropriate projec-
tions. Then the two data sets which correspond to the parallel
and transverse conductivities can be treated separately by the
method proposed here. Analyzing the third set requires a dif-
ferent approach.
It should be pointed out that only the combination of the
electric and magnetic fluctuation spectra contains the com-
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plete electromagnetic information about the components of
the magnetic turbulence. The observation of magnetic and
electric power spectral densities is thus crucial as both are
needed in order to determine the conductivity spectrum.
Though the available data did not distinguish between the
two directions of propagation, this could, in our case, be done
using spacecraft observations in the solar wind turbulent in-
ertial subrange. The interesting result, which still is the out-
come of a mixture of these data sets, nevertheless showed
that the mixed turbulent conductivity spectrum is itself a
power law.
This power law, surprisingly, indicates that the turbulent
conductivity increases with increasing frequency towards the
high-frequency end of the inertial range. This spectrum cor-
responds to an approximate shot-noise spectrum in the tur-
bulent resistivity, which indicates the formation of structure
or self-organization. Obviously the inertial range is a spec-
tral region where dissipation generates new structure. It is
not precisely known what kind of structure this is. One may,
however, speculate that the inertial range is the region of
formation of ever smaller-scale turbulent current filaments
the scales of which shrink towards the high-frequency end
of the inertial range where the spectrum enters the dissipa-
tion range, thereby preparing the collisionless dissipation of
the turbulent energy. This structure formation goes on the
costs of the injected turbulent energy. The inertial range is
effectively an open system. Structure formation and self-
organization seem to reduce entropy here in order to main-
tain an about constant power law slope of the turbulent spec-
trum. The most efficient and violent process of dissipation
in such narrow current elements is spontaneous reconnection
(Treumann and Baumjohann, 2015). This sets spontaneously
on once the current filament scales match the electron inertial
length at the end of the inertial range.
Moreover, use of the conductivity spectrum permits con-
struction of the turbulent dispersion relation. This was done
only for the available inertial range data in the solar wind.
In agreement with expectation, the obtained dispersion re-
lation in the inertial range is nonlinear, though it is only
weakly nonlinear. It shows the increase of wavenumber with
frequency, i.e. the decrease in scales with increasing fre-
quency which is in good approximate agreement with Kol-
mogorov’s prediction. From the dispersion relation we find
that the shorter scales disperse at higher phase and group
velocities than the longer scales. This kind of dispersion is
typical for progressively steepened gradients and formation
of narrow structures. Hence the dispersion relation obtained
from the observations supports the conclusion suggested by
the increase in conductivity with frequency that the inertial
range is the range where the turbulence generates structures
on the narrow scales.
A further practical conclusion drawn from the rather weak
nonlinear dependence of frequency from wavenumber is the
(completely independent) observation-based confirmation of
Taylor’s hypothesis which implies that in a plasma stream-
ing with speed |v| ≫ vph one can put ω− kvph = k ·v in order
to transform from frequency to wavenumber spectra. Use of
the obtained dependence ω(k) should produce a more precise
spectral shape when applying Taylor’s hypothesis.
It should, however, be stressed that the observations used
do not distinguish between the mean-field parallel and per-
pendicular components. This means that our results are a
mixture of the effects of the turbulent fluctuations in all di-
rections. They are thus to some sense average. They require
observational improvement and separation of the compres-
sional magnetic component. Its interpretation requires a dif-
ferent treatment.
It would be interesting to extend investigations of this
kind to other parts of the turbulent spectrum, the range be-
tween energy injection and the possibly different inertial
ranges as well as extension into the dissipation range. This
requires knowledge of the magnetic and also the electric
power spectra. Observations of electric power spectra in the
dissipation range will, however, be difficult to perform in
the solar wind. They require very high (on the electron gy-
ration timescale) resolution of the electron and ion distri-
bution functions in order to be able to perform the trans-
formation of the electric field into the frame of the solar
wind. Direct observations of the electric mean and fluctua-
tion fields using injection of gyrating ion beams would be a
more promising way. Some thought in this direction, partic-
ularly the dissipation range, will become included elsewhere
(Treumann and Baumjohann, 2017).
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